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The Empire Never Ended 

 
Guy Salvidge 
 

Portrait of Queen Elizabeth II at the Empire Hotel Queenstown. Artist unknown. Photograph taken by Guy 
Salvidge, Feb. 14, 2021. 
 

One needs to be emotionally prepared for the denuded moonscape surrounding Queenstown 

on Tasmania’s isolated west coast. The first time my wife and I came here in December 2016, 

we were on our honeymoon. We were driving the biggest campervan money could rent and, 

although we’d read about the mythic ninety-nine bends, we thought we were already 

navigating them long before we were confronted with the visage of a grey, watery hell as the 

Lyell Highway snakes its way down into the Queen Valley. It was cold and rainy and I 

thought we were certain to die on that stretch of road. By the time we got into town, I was 

utterly demoralised. Most of the shops and pubs on the high street had closed down and there 

seemed a vast reservoir of sadness in the town. You couldn’t even drink the water because 
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the rivers were poisoned, so I’d heard. We had intended on continuing to Strahan but the 

prospect of further bends in the road left me terrified. We struck north instead, through 

Rosebery and Tullah and onto the safety of the north coast. The next day we visited Stanley 

and its iconic Nut, which is exactly the sort of place honeymooners in Tasmania like to go. I 

didn’t plan on returning to Queenstown ever again. 

Four years later and I’m back in Tasmania to begin research for my PhD project on 

the Tasmanian Gothic. Flying direct from Perth to Hobart, the plane crosses the west coast 

over Strahan. Down there amid the greenery, I spy a grey scar on the landscape. It can only 

be Queenstown. My intention had been to spend time in southern Tasmania before travelling 

up the east coast and looping back around via Launceston. No doubt that’s exactly what most 

visitors to Tasmania do, eschewing the west coast entirely. But my wife, who isn’t 

accompanying me on this trip, points out that if I want to experience the real Tasmanian 

Gothic I simply must return to Queenstown.  

I’m better prepared the second time around. The weather is good, I’m driving a much 

smaller campervan and I know exactly what to expect on the Lyell Highway. When I get into 

Queenstown and park in front of the Empire Hotel, I see the town in an entirely different 

light. The bare hills aren’t quite as bare as I remember them and the Queen Valley is bathed 

in sunlight. Queenstown has changed, or I’ve changed, or we’ve both changed in four short 

years. 

 

*** 

 

As someone who was born in England, I can tell you the image of Britain projected across 

Tasmania isn’t real. What we have instead is a fantasy Britain splashed across the verdant 

Tasmanian landscape. Tasmania is more Britain than Britain, its people more British than the 

British. As Richard White explains, ‘the nostalgia for Britain was bound up in a 

sentimentalised image of England specifically, a fantasy image of pre-industrial village life 

that underpinned Empire’ (56). Today many towns and locales in Tasmania are named after 

their British counterparts. Thus we have a Sheffield, a Swansea and even a West Kentish. We 

have a Devonport through which the River Mersey flows, and not far from here is the River 

Liffey. The town of Deloraine is one epicentre of faux-Britishness; here one finds not only 

the Empire Hotel but also the Ye Old British Hotel. Tasmania’s other Empire Hotel is located 

less than two hundred kilometres away in Queenstown.  
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If the green hills of northern Tasmania seem appropriately British, the moonscape of 

Queenstown decidedly do not. As Pete Hay points out, ‘[t]he first thing to be said about 

Tasmania’s West Coast is that it’s un-Australian’ (82). While the midlands and east coast 

proved amenable to colonisation, Tasmania’s west coast has traditionally been seen by 

Europeans as a hellhole fit only for use as a penal settlement: ‘The map of Tasmania is Janus-

faced. The west coast is the tragic face: a maximum-security prison built by nature, and a 

rational hell devised by man’ (Conrad 49). Though the penal colony in Macquarie Harbour 

was only in operation for just over a decade, it cast an oversized shadow over Tasmanian 

history. 

The gold rushes of the mid-nineteenth century drove prospectors to Tasmania’s wild 

coast, and while they found just enough gold to pique their interest, the real treasure was a 

vast lode of copper beneath Mounts Lyell and Owen. Smelting began in June 1896, primarily 

through the pyritic method developed by American metallurgist Robert Carl Sticht. While 

Sticht’s method proved a technical success, laying the foundation for what was to become 

Tasmania’s richest mine, the smelters emitted up to 1,000 tons of sulphuric acid per day, with 

devastating consequences: ‘Sulphur belched from the chimney stacks, spread insidiously 

through the valleys and killed everything in its path’ (Crawford 64). It became Australia’s 

first ecological disaster area, a man-made Hades of the Antipodes: 

 

As the furnaces burned relentlessly, the slag waste spewed out beside the Queen 

River. For 25 years this went on. The hills became more bare, the air more foul, the 

rain fell and fell on the black stumps and yellowed ground that had become the 

Queenstown landscape. The oozing slag residue grew into a gigantic black mountain 

dump that covered 45 acres. (Crawford 69) 

 

In Queenstown, and in Tasmania generally, I can’t help but feel that the empire never ended – 

the British Empire, that is. Europeans have been coming here for 220 years and calling this 

place their home. They have imprinted the landscape with their schemes and visions, often 

with disastrous consequences. Robert Carl Sticht was one such dreamer. American by birth 

but German by origin, he presided over one of Australia’s richest mines for more than a 

generation. When he died in 1922 he left not only a thriving community, but also a terrible 

environmental legacy that would long outlive his good deeds: 
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Where the open cut cross-sections Mount Lyell, the hills have melted in avalanches of 

orange dirt. The mine is a graveyard of machinery […] The slag heap smothers the 

pioneer settlement of Penghana, which was burned out by a bush-fire; the pipes 

protruding everywhere from the gravel suggest an interred city under the sludge, 

gasping for breath’. (Conrad 74) 

 

Even after a century, the scars are not healed. The vegetation above Queenstown may slowly 

be returning, but the rivers are dead. In 1922, ‘[p]yritic smelting, the direct method of 

recovering ore that Robert Carl Sticht had fought so hard to implement at Lyell in 1896, was 

forsaken’ (Crawford, 74). The new flotation method was adopted, allowing concentrated ore 

to be extracted without emitting toxic plumes of sulphur. Instead, toxic sludge was allowed to 

run off directly into the rivers. By 1944, ‘between 1,500,000 and 2,000,000 tons of mine 

tailings were being poured into the Queen and King Rivers every year’ (Crawford 77). Today 

the King and Queen are poisoned, their waters devoid of life. It is ‘the most iniquitous and 

wretched inheritance a mining company could bequeath to its environment’ (Crawford 70). 

Efforts to clean up the disaster were undertaken in the 1990s, but the scale of the problem is 

so vast that the Queen River will likely be toxic for another 150 years. Today the Queen runs 

pumpkin orange, its riverbeds choked with copper. And where Queen meets King, Queen 

poisons King. King in turn poisons Macquarie Harbour, where the cannibal Alexander Pearce 

once set off on foot with seven companions and reached civilisation alone.  

I, too, am a European colonist. My family boarded the great conveyor belt leading 

from Britain to Western Australia in 1990, two hundred years after the First Fleet. We came 

for the reasons Britons always come – for work opportunities, a warmer climate, and a more 

relaxed lifestyle. I had no special affinity for the dry scrubland or the dusty hills, which held 

no magic for me. It’s different in Tasmania. Here the mountains are mountains and the rivers, 

rivers. You want rainforests and highland lakes? You want rocky coastlines and desolate 

beaches? Here is my ancestral homeland, my bones seem to say. Except that it isn’t my 

homeland, just someone else’s that my ancestors appropriated.  

The empire never ended – perhaps it will never end. 

 

*** 

 

Let’s call this ground zero: Queenstown’s Empire Hotel. Like Federation, it dates back to 

1901, to a time when mining operations were springing up all over the west coast. Nearby 
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Zeehan (‘Silver City’) was then Tasmania’s third largest settlement, peaking at 10,000 

residents in 1910. Queenstown’s population exceeded 5,000 in the same period. When Queen 

Victoria died in January 1901, Australia had just become a nation and in the Queen Valley a 

boomtown was flourishing. Right across from the railway station, the Empire became 

Queenstown’s most successful hotel. Where many other hotels have long since shut their 

doors forever, caught in the swirling vicissitudes of a troubled mine’s fortunes, the Empire 

abides.  

Famed for the blackwood that was sent to England for crafting and then shipped back 

to become an ornate staircase now under the care of the National Trust, the Empire features a 

painting of that even more durable monarch, Elizabeth II. The portrait, depicting a youthful 

Queen, is sadly but perhaps fittingly in tawdry condition. Today the Empire stands next to the 

terminus of the West Coast Wilderness Railway. Opened in 2002, the railway follows the 

original haulage route through to Strahan and has been credited with a rejuvenation in the 

town’s fortunes. The town was rocked by the deaths of three miners in 2013 and 2014, which 

led to the closure of a mine that had been the raison d'être for the whole region. But 

Queenstown is resilient and now, like the hills themselves, the town is turning green.  

Perhaps it’s the weather, which in February is sunny and pleasant, the visage of 

Mount Owen rising in the distance. Maybe it’s the recently restored Paragon Theatre with its 

Art Deco architecture and its program of classic films. Orr Street, which presented a gloomy 

face to me in 2016, today seems revitalised. There are art galleries, workshop spaces and a 

bookshop. The town is buzzing with artists, each drawing inspiration from the region’s 

uniquely scarred landscape. Artists like Raymond Arnold, who volunteers at the Galley 

Museum and proves more than generous in recommending several books to aid a newcomer 

in his research. Or the sculptor Fitzy, whose metallic figures adorn the local Soggy Brolly 

gallery like melted wardens of the apocalypse. Everyone here seems to be an ex-miner or to 

work in tourism and the arts.  

Queenstown might be changing, but it doesn’t suffer fools. Under the tourist veneer 

it’s still the same hard-bitten mining town that has been accustomed to going it alone for 

more than a century. In October 2019, a local woman punched a tourist in the face fifteen 

times for making fun of the town. The tourist was left with a broken nose and, while her 

attacker pled guilty to the assault, she said she had acted in self-defence. Perhaps that’s what 

Fitzy has in mind when he’s asks me how I’m intending on depicting Queenstown in my 

writing. People tend to come here and pull the piss, he says, and the locals are sick to death of 

it.  
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*** 

 

There is beauty here, and sadness too. Heading south out of Queenstown, the road follows the 

polluted Queen River through the ghost town of Lynchford, once home to hundreds of 

woodcutters, gold miners and their families. As Michael Holmes explains in Vanishing 

Towns: ‘In 1900 town facilities included the Queen River Hotel, Kirkwood’s Hotel, several 

stores, livery stables and a butcher’ (22). The boom proved short-lived, however, as ‘in 1919 

only 16 people voted at the Lynchford polling booth, indicated a rapid decline in the 

population’ (23). Further south, the railway cuts west as it makes its way toward Regatta 

Point in Strahan, whereas drivers like myself keep the Queen in check along Mount Jukes 

Road as it traverses a mountain range of imperious beauty. Here is the Confluence, where the 

toxic waters of the Queen flow into the King. In 1992 the King River was dammed above the 

Confluence by the almighty Hydro, drowning the ghost town of Crotty beneath the waves of 

Lake Burbury. Though plans for this project had been in existence for decades, it wasn’t until 

the Tasmanian Government lost its battle to dam the Franklin River in 1983 that thoughts 

turned again to the King. While the ultimately successful efforts to save the Franklin gave 

birth to the Greens movement and toppled state and federal governments, no one saw fit to 

try to save the sickly King. Today the King River below the Confluence is highly acidic, the 

silt so mineralised that companies have proposed mining the delta where it spews its muck 

into Macquarie Harbour. The vista from Mount Jukes Lookout is breathtaking. From here, the 

peak of Mount Huxley rears up to the north while the view of Lake Burbury to the east is 

sublime. And yet here one also encounters an irony: the lake is man-made, the road itself only 

built in the 1980s by the Hydro.  

The road snakes down the mountain toward Crotty Dam and I leave Lake Burbury 

behind, continuing along Kelly Basin Road. I am here to visit another ghost town, Pillinger, 

which was once the port of the North Mount Lyell Company. A rival to the Mount Lyell 

Mining and Railway Company in the 1890s, North Mount Lyell built its own railway from 

the ore fields to its smelters at Crotty and then onto the port of Pillinger. Pillinger came into 

being in 1898 when ‘a total of 122 Crown Land town allotments were auctioned’ (Holmes, 

30). Ill-reputed for its sly grog shops and gambling, the town expanded at a rapid rate: 

 

Substantial port and rail facilities were built, and soon there were four hotels: the 

Macquarie, Finnigans, the Shamrock and the Terminus Hotel. Other amenities 
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included the Kelly Basin athletics club, a wood chopping arena, a library, a band hall 

able to seat 300 people. (Holmes 30-1) 

 

The population grew quickly to 637 in 1901 and 1000 in 1902, but trouble was looming.  

Despite having staked a richer claim than the more-established Mount Lyell with its Sticht-

run smelters belching sulphur into the atmosphere, smelting failures and chronic 

mismanagement doomed North Mount Lyell to hostile takeover in 1903. With the stroke of a 

pen, Pillinger and Crotty became yesterday’s towns: ‘The people rapidly departed [Pillinger]. 

The 1903 electoral roll recorded 188 but by 1906 there were only fifty’ (Holmes 32). Crotty 

fared even worse, its population plunging from a peak of around 700 at the time of the 

company merger: ‘By September 1907 Crotty was practically deserted […] By 1921 the 

population had fallen to 39, then to a mere seven in 1927’ (Holmes 8). The town was to suffer 

further indignity in 1992 when it was deliberately submerged beneath the waters of Lake 

Burbury by the all-conquering Hydro. 

Past Crotty Dam, the road turns to gravel. I haven’t seen a soul since Queenstown and 

my phone reception is patchy, but it’s a beautiful morning and I press on. The last five 

kilometres of road is supposedly only accessible by four-wheel-drive, but it’s hardly the 

worst road I’ve driven on in Tasmania. As the road narrows, the forest closes in. Finally I 

come to the car park at Bird River Bridge. There’s no one here, the walk officially closed due 

to structural issues with the bridge, which is fenced off to foot traffic. But I don’t let this 

dissuade me. I pick my way across the shallowest part of the river, which is only calf-deep, 

and I’m soon on my way.  

The track looks much the same as the road I’ve just driven on, and that’s because they 

are one and the same. Hundreds of men once cut a track through this mighty forest so that I 

might wander along it more than a century later. Though it is late summer, the air is cool and 

the track is mostly shaded. The trees are furred with moss, some of which lay fallen across 

the railway cutting but with plenty of clearance to walk beneath. The track is festooned with 

ferns and toadstools as it follows the course of the Bird River. Even in late summer there are 

rapids on the river and boggy sections on the track, and at one point I end up ankle deep in 

mud. A little further on I narrowly avoid stepping on a snake or, more accurately, it narrowly 

avoids being stepped on by me. I have a Personal Locator Beacon but no antivenom kit and 

no phone reception, so I’d better watch my step. Finally, the signs inform me I’ve reached 

Pillinger at the eastern end of Macquarie Harbour. It’s hard to imagine this place was once 

briefly home to 1000 people, as today all that’s left are scattered ruins. There are the remains 
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of a pair of brick kilns, a couple of old boilers and the skeleton of the original jetty with the 

rusted remnants of the railway leading down to it. And that’s Pillinger—look on, ye mighty, 

and despair. All that’s left for me to do is to take some photos, eat my lunch and head back. 

Just as I reach the car park, I see a vehicle leaving. The man rolls down his window—he’s the 

first person I’ve seen in four and a half hours. The man tells me he’d wanted to walk to 

Pillinger too but was put off by the closed bridge. I explain that the river isn’t deep, but he’d 

best watch out for snakes. Emboldened by my tale, the man says he’ll give it another go.  

As for me, I’m on my way back to Queenstown and, eventually, home. Wherever that 

might be. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guy Salvidge was born in England and lives in Ballardong Noongar Boodja. Having taught secondary English 

for fifteen years, he is now undertaking a PhD in Creative Writing at Curtin University, which means he gets to 

read and write all day and say he’s working. His most recent novel is Complicity City (2021). 
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